enResidence
WITH HARPER SLADE RACIAL
EQUITY ADVISORY

SUPPORTING YOU AS YOU SUPPORT
YOUR ORGANIZATIONS, MEMBERS AND
AND CLIENTS

SO YOU'VE COMMITTED TO
GREATER RACIAL EQUITY ...
Are you a corporate DEI professional who is new to the role, new to the company or new to this practice area?
Are you an organization or executive education institution with members or clients who are seeking your help in
growing their DEI or equity sophistication?
Has your company recently executed a racial equity pledge or otherwise pronounced a greater commitment
toward advancing racial equity at work but not sure where to start, how to gain internal alignment, and how to
establish rigor and impact around this work?
Do you worry that your being both visible and transparent on your racial equity goals will subject you to legal
and policy challenge?
Are you looking for an advisor to come alongside of you to help evolve and mature your overall strategy and/or
execution of racial equity in the workplace?

OUR UNIQUE VALUE
Harper Slade is the only racial equity advisory company led by a:
✔️3x CHRO
✔️ trusted advisor to Governors, Mayors, Federal Reserve Bank presidents, Fortune 500 CEOs ,
College and University presidents
✔️ previous employment attorney
✔️ internationally recognized speaker and thought leader on HR, DEI, Racial Equity and the
workplace

Experienced in both the public and private sectors with large and small organizations
spanning both coasts of the US; 20+ years experience in Human Resources and employment
law and having served as a C-Suite Executive with The Federal Reserve Central Bank, Harper
Slade’s CEO is uniquely suited to support any individual and organizational pursuit toward
deeper racial equity.

We have a firm understanding of the link between inequity and economics at the micro and
macro level.

It is this lens that informs our work.

Our Definition of Racial Equity:
Proportional Fairness that takes into full account the cultural
and historic realities facing people of color, as distinct from all
other people, and works to remedy the same.

- Nikki Lanier
WWW.HARPERSLADE.COM

enResidence
with you
by Harper Slade

We are your secret weapon in advancing meaningful DEI and
Racial Equity work at work

Harper Slade's enResidence program is a six month partnership designed to help you
and/or your stakeholders become more adept in advancing racial equity commitments in the
workplace. This carefully curated education series is like no other in the consultative
ecosystem and is unique in both its approach and impact. We cultivate commitment to these
principles, not compliance.
Harper Slade's enResidence Package: (cohort of 15-25 for six months):
Session 1: The Economic Case for DEI (especially the "E")
Session 2: The Garden ~ How to Pace and Sequence DEI Work
Session 3: Race and Me ~ The History of Race and My Relationship with It
Session 4: Race and Work Culture ~Understanding the "Default Inertia" at Work
Session 5: Race and the Workforce ~Employee Engagement and Talent Development's
increasing dependence on DEI and Racial Equity
Session 6: Bringing it All Home ~Recap and Commitments
Cohort size can be customized by need

www.harperslade.com

A la Carte Navigation
By Separate Arrangement, Your Member/Client
Organizations can access assistance from Harper
Slade in:
~Supporting black and brown talent in need of a safe space
to share; give and receive career feedback
~Advising ERG leaders and groups in need of greater
culturally relevant and strategically impactful guidance
~Mentoring leaders who manage people of color and not
sure how to discuss areas of discomfort and are worried
about offending
~Developing recruiting and retaining priorities for black
and brown talent

available separately

WWW.HARPERSLADE.COM

testimonials
"I can't imagine a more impactful, solution-oriented advisor than Nikki.
She's a teacher, advocate, and visionary who can help others
understand the ecosystem of equity in the workplace. She's tireless,
purposeful, and objective and certainly won't shy away from providing
you with advice and guidance that will move the needle in your
workplace."

-previous CHRO~Randstand

"With a wealth of knowledge and a breadth of experience, this multi-faceted,
multi-disciplined executive and leader brings her expertise, passion and talent
to an important topic, racial equity. Just read her experiences on her bio and
listen to her speak so thoughtfully and balanced on the Conscious Culture Cafe
podcast, you will begin to understand why Harper Slade and Nikki Lanier are
ideally qualified to advise organizations and leaders. If you are looking for a
racial equity advisory firm to help you find success, you've found one."
- Board Member, Retired Beverage Industry EVP and Philanthropist

"It's often said that diversity is a fact and inclusion is a choice. It's not said enough that
unleashing the energy of diversity to its fullest also requires careful attention, engagement,
and, most of all, experience. That's just what Nikki Lanier and Harper Slade offer as advisors to
leading organizations. As a CHRO, an attorney, and an advisor to some of the country's leading
decision makers in government and business, she is an immeasurably valuable resource to
those seeking the competitive advantage of well-fostered diversity."
-former US Ambassador to the UK and Sweden, Author and Philanthropist

502.309-7589
NIKKIL@HARPERSLADE.COM
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